
When Big Money Speaks

 Even in the face of the each year more competitive – and each year more inequitable – 
distribution of a Civil-Rights-initiated/low-income-mandated aide to public schools, there was a 
notable lack in participant criticism.  

When Big Money spoke?
Oh, it spoke very, very loudly.
Blinded by the possibility of obtaining tantalizing monetary prizes, educational 

competitors steadfastly avoided pointing to the outright, and even technically illegal, misuse of 
governmental funds.  Choosing, instead, to contend energetically for cash (always hoping, in the 
process, to appropriate an exciting hunk of that money just for themselves), participants elected 
to follow each and every command – including those which asked competitors to jump through 
particularly undignified and financially devastating hoops.

Leaping repeatedly; executing countless handstands; offering up impossible backflips; 
effecting underwear-revealing cartwheels; preparing, always, to deliver yet more of the 
relentlessly required tricks and turns at the constantly shifting whim of an “expert” demand – 
districts pranced deferentially around the most recently fashioned school-funding circus.  

Although.
	
 Well, yes; it was true.

Most contestants ended up not with the money:
But with a repeated, humiliating demand for more.  
More hoops.  
More jumps.  
More flips. 
More tricks.
More dancing.
More prancing.  
And?
More fees exacted as the means to effect a continual entering of yet more of those highly 

expensive, but endlessly and unbendingly required, financial competitions.
	
 Once rejected, choosing to see only that they had missed out on what was now thought of 
as essential funding, and doggedly dismissing any need to re-think tactics of an overall 
educational financing, desperate competitors stubbornly refused to stand up to the devastating 
competitive programs and demand a return to more democratically equitable practices.  
Continuing to anxiously consume local operational budgets in their effort to cover the spiraling 
costs of preparing for and entering big-money race after big-money race, too often contestants 
learned late, that: 
	
 Ah, well; due to a lack in pre-ordained competitive regulations; due to arbitrary and 
abruptly decided race requirements?
	
 Well gee, a final distribution of that capriciously unpredictable money was going to be as 
chaotically supervised as the incessantly mandated test-score-based school reforms themselves.

Jumping.  
Flipping.  
Dancing. 
Prancing.  



The show-me-the-money I’ll-do-anything acrobatics never actually stopped. Following a 
modern-day logic, they simply attached themselves to the next huge, prize-garnering financial 
race – that next really-big-money reform circus.  That newer, bigger and even more lucrative big-
money circus which, coming just after the last big-money circus, followed immediately upon the 
heels of the big-money circus put into place only a few years before.  Each big money circus so 
flashily and spectacularly pressing in; each extravaganza making so many shimmeringly razzle-
dazzle demands?  

That each effectively replaced any true-life effort at an organically particular, location 
specific and stability dependent pedagogic reason.


